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SPA Annual Report for the 2004 Monitoring Period

I. Purpose of the Report:
The Special Protection Area (SPA) Program was established in 1994 by Montgomery
County Code Chapter 19, Article V (Water Quality Review-Special Protection Areas,
Section 19-67) and the program implemented though Executive Regulation 29-95,
“Water Quality Review for Development in Designated Special Protection Areas”. The
law and regulations require an Annual Report be prepared that summarizes available
monitoring results of stream and best management practices (BMP) collected within
SPAS. This report is submitted annually to the County Executive and County Council
with a copy to the Planning Board.

The County Council has designated four areas within Montgomery County as Special
Protection Areas (Figure 1). The designated areas are: the Clarksburg Master Plan SPA,

Figure 1. Montgomery County Special Protection Areas.

the Upper Paint Branch Watershed SPA, the Piney Branch Watershed SPA and the Upper
Rock Creek SPA. Upper Rock Creek was designated as an SPA on February 24,2004
with the adoption of the Upper Rock Creek Master Plan. These SPA’s have existing
water resources or other environmental features directly relating to those water resources
that are of high quality or unusually sensitive; and where proposed land uses would
threaten the quality of presemation of those resources or features in the absence of special
water quality protection measures which are closely coordinated with appropriate land
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use controls. Appropriate land use controls me those that help ensure that the impacts
from master planned development activities we mitigated to greatest extent practicable.
Examples of these controls include reducing imperviousness, minimizing grading, and
saving natural features such as forested stream buffers. Special water quality protection
measures include sediment control and stormwater management stmctures that go beyond
cument minimum standards.

II. Summary of Principal Findings:
Presented below are highlights of principal findings from the 2004 SPA data and from ten
years of prior experience with the SPA program.

Monitoring of Best Management Practices (BMPs) in SPA’s
. Sediment and erosion (S&E) control efficiencies: Monitoring results show S&E

control devices ae generally effective, with sediment removal rates ranging from
56% - 94% and with a median value of 78%, when properly installed and
regulmly maintained. However, S&E Controls can become a significant
contributing source of sediments when not regularly maintained arrtior in very
luge storm events (lwger than the design storm), causing substantial releases of
previously captured sediments with detrimental downstream impacts. Inadequate
maintenance of sediment control stmctures also limits their effectiveness as
interim measures to slow the erosive force of captured and disch~ged stormwater
mnoff.
Stormwater Mana~ement Stmctures (SWM): Twelve SPA developments have
sttied submitting post-constmction monitoring data, These developments
provided data on the temperature, nitrogen, metals, or sediment impacts
completed projects have had on the receiving stream and on changes to
groundwater levels. As the postconstmction monitoring continues, the data will
provide needed information on the effectiveness of the SPA program in
minimizing impacts to the stream resources. Results of S&E Control or SWM
BMP monitoring received thus far are for the following development projects:
Briarcliff Manor West, Fairland Community Center, and Pmrs Ridge (Paint
Branch SPA), Clwksburg Detention Center, Gateway 270, and Running Brook
Acres (Clmksburg Maste~lan SPA), and Shady Grove Road, Bruck Property,
Cavanaugh Propetiy, Boverman Propetiy, Snider Property and Peters Propetiy
(Piney Branch SPA). Temperature and embeddedness (sedimentation of riffle
stream areas) data showed no impacts detected at any of the projects submitting
information. Five projects had groundwater monitoring. Data submitted for three
of the five projects showed no impacts to groundwater levels. Data submitted for
the other two projects were inconclusive. The one project submitting nitrogen and
metals data showed levels returning to pre-constmction levels.
Thermal im~acts: have not been observed to be permanent. Sediment control traps
ae designed to retain a permanent pool of water. Between storer events the
permanent pool warms up. During lager rain events the warm pool of water is
flushed nut through the riser structure and to the receiving stream. The result is a
brief sha~ increase of water temperature in the stream.

I
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Stream Monitoring Results
. Pinev Branch SPA: Monitoring shows that there has been a decline in the aquatic

insect and fish community condition, particularly evident during the construction
phase, but that there has been some recent partial recovery of these biological
communities since the stabilization and completion of most development projects
with final stormwater management (SWM) controls in place.

. Paint Branch SPA: The tributmies have exhibited some decline in the fish
community, particularly brown trout, most likely caused by a combination of
gradual changes over time in watershed development, increases in impervious
Mea, and two years drought conditions (1999, 2002) that impacted stream flows
and temperatures. The headwater areas of these tributmies have consistently
supported fewer fish because of limited habitat availability. However, 2004 and
preliminwy 2005 fish monitoring data is showing a small, gradual recovery to
brown trout populations and a good overall fish community. Recent development
in the upper Right Fork tributary has caused some decline in benthic community.
Capital stream restoration projects installed by DEP in the Upper Paint Branch

appear to be working well. Several new and retrofitted stormwater controls
installed in the Good Hope tributary have dramatically improved control of storm
mnoff by reducing peak runoff flow discharges by about 2/3rds. A bypass of
storm flows from a wet stormwater pond has reduced thermal impacts in the Gum
Springs tributary by about 5 degrees F during storm flows and 2.5 degrees F
during base flows.

. CIarksbur~ Master Plan SPA: There has been a decline in the aquatic insect
community of headwater streams draining areas of development in and around the
Town Center and Village areas that indicates au increasing degree of impairment
in these streams. Impacts obsemed after 2002 reflect the scope and intensity of
mass grading, development activity, accompanying increases in impervious mea,
a water main break impacting the Town Center Tributary in April 2003, and some
inadequately maintained sediment and erosion controls or controls installed out-
of-sequence to sufficiently manage sediment loadings from areas under
constmctiorr. Some recovery to the stream system is anticipated once
development projects are stabilized with pemanent stormwater control in place.
However, there is insufficient data to determine whether large increases in
watershed imperiousness area and related sedimentation, stream erosion,
thermal, groundwater and pollutant impacts on stream biology will be transient or
permanent in nature.

. Uuuer Rock Creek SPA: SPA Monitoring in this newly designated SPA
commenced in 2004. There is presently insufficient data available to define initial
baseline SPA conditions in the vicinity of the large parcels that makeup most of
the undeveloped lands within this SPA. These large parcels drain to small
headwater tributaries that did not have baseline monitoring stations on them
before this area received SPA designation.

Interpreting Findings on the Effectiveness of Sediment and Erosion Controls
The findings highlighted above are preliminwy in nature. Most development projects
being monitored me still in a construction phase. Data has not been collected over a long
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enough period to assess final impacts once ail project construction and sediment control
phases have been completed, the development site fully stabilized with find sto]mwater
controls in place, and 3-5 years of follow up monitoring data collected to evaluate
impacts under a range of typically varying weather conditions.

It should also be noted, ptiicularly for the Clarksburg SPA, that the intensity and scale
of development planned for the surrounding lmdscape has made water quality protection
particularly challenging. The rolling nature of affected topography has required
extensive mass grading to bafance cut and fill quantities needed to achieve approved
development densities while afso meeting currently required maximum road grade
specifications. This reshaping of the landscape is dramatically altering natural drainage
pathways and exposing, at one time, hundreds of acres of soils. These piedmont soils are
of a fine texture, characterized by small particle sizes that easily float and resuspend.
This fine soil types have always proven to be the most difficult to remove by typical
sediment controls which are pfimarily reliant upon gravity settling for sediment capture.

DPS has received local delegation authority for sediment and erosion control and has an

approved NpDES stormwater management program from the Maryland Depwment of
tbe Environment (MDE). DPS indicates that afl operative MDE, federaf, and local
permitting requirements ue generafly being met or exceeded. DPS has more inspectors
and plan reviewers than any other agency which has received MDE’s approval for local
program delegation and is meeting MDE’s established maintenance frequencies and
enforcement targets for sediment control. In carrying out sediment control permit
compliance, DPS regularly reviews the on-site sediment control logs, which MDE
requires developers to maintain on their development sites. DPS holds pre-construction
meetings with the developers of every project to review on-site sediment control
requirements and expectations. DPS dso meets frequently with the site managers of
development projects to address day-to-day sediment control facility constmction and
maintenance issues. Recognizing these program commitments, many of the sediment
impacts currently being observed may be largely unavoidable, shofi-term results of
project construction phases. Given the scafe of present development activity in
Claksburg, DPS believes observed impacts primarily reflect the 20% of disturbed
sediments which, most research indicates, discharge from even the most efficient
sediment control practices.

Impervious area changes and BMP effectiveness in mitigating stream impacfi
Recent research (Center for Watershed Protection, 2003) has shown that most stream
quality indicators will decline when watershed impewious areas exceeds ten percent,
with severe impairment occurring when imperviousness exceeds 25 percent. A
preliminary regression model developed from Montgomery County stream data predicted
similar results, suggesting that the biological integrity of aquatic insect communities
would decline to a “fair” condition when watershed im~rvious area exceeded eight
percent, and to a “poor” condition when it exceeded 21 percent (CSPS update 2003).
Some limited prior monitoring research (Maxted 1999, ERM, ERM 2000, CWP 2003)
has suggested that modern SWM controls can help reduce, but not eliminate, the impacts
of land development on streams. However, due to the relative scarcity of data which

.1
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directly links impervious areas and BMP effectiveness to stream quality, most researchers
have derived their conclusions by lumping together mnoff monitoring information from
all impervious areas, whether or not they were accompanied by modern stormwater
controls. Now that more SPA development projects are finally completing their
construction phase, stream and BMP monitoring data being collected under the SPA
program will produce sufficient data to enable assessment of impervious area impacts
accompanied by modem, linked stormwater controls. Over time, results from SPA
monitoring will provide additional insights on what the most effective BMP’s are and
how successful they can be, in combination with improved site planning, and other
pollution source controls, in mitigating impervious area impacts.

Improvement needed in SPA Plan Review Process
Project developers within SPA’s ae required to participate in a pre-application meeting
to identify critical natural resource parameters that need to be maintained in order to
protect existing high quality stream conditions. Protection of these natural resource
parameters is guided by performance goals developed for each development project as
pafi of a Water Quality Plan. Successful incorporation of the performance goafs into the
Water Quality Plan and the site design process requires continuing innovation and close
coordination between the project’s design team and environmental, regulatory and
planning agencies.

Ideally, the goals and objectives agreed upon through participation in these early pre-

application meetings are inco~orated into the development site design plans. This review
process has been somewhat successful in encouraging interagency collaboration to
identify and protect to the greatest extent possible critical and sensitive natural resource
parameters. However, when protection of identified critical natural resources is not
considered in the early stages of preparing a development plan, opportunities for
protection are not fully ach]eved and resources may not be fully protected. DPS and DEP
have encountered problems with site planning decisions that have greatly complicated
arriving at cost-effective and practical siting decisions for sediment and erosion control
stmctures and stormwater management facihties. h some cases, for example, these
decisions have required locating sediment structures and stormwater facilities in areas
with high water tables or without proper maintenance access.

There are afso continuing conflicts between SPA goals for environmentally sensitive
developments and road code and other requirements that, sometimes, unnecessarily foster
increased impervious areas, excessive use of cut and fill to minimize road grade changes,
and use of curb and gutter drainage systems which speeds the dehvery of increased and
erosive runoff flows to streams. All of these changes from watershed development
complicate the protection of natural stream systems.

Proposed SPA Program Changes
. BMP monitoring DEP is proposing to take over the responsibility for monitoring

BMP’s from SPA project developers. It is proposed that these costs be funded
through a BMP monitoring fee assessed to project developers. DEP is also
focusing future BMP monitoring in the Clarksburg SPA, where the level of
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development activity is greatest, the suite of representative BMP’s to monitor is
the most diverse, and available interagency monitoring resources enable the most
intensive and effective monitoring. Results of this data will be used to evaluate
the relative effectiveness of various t~es of sediment and erosion control and
stormwater management and target the most effective BMP’s to new development
activities in the other SPA’s and throughout the County.

. Resolving Constraints on Siting Which Imuact Practicality. Costs. and
Effectiveness of Sediment Control and Stormwater Facilities: Closer
coordination is needed between the environmental, permitting, and planning
agencies and SPA project design teams to assure that planning and subdivision
decisions on lot siting decisions, lot coverage, and road code requirements do not
preempt locations for practical, cost-effective sediment conkol and stormwater
management facilities. Decisions on lot siting, location and on roads need to be
made with a fuller appreciation of implications these decisions have on natural
drainage patterns, stream systems, sediment control and stormwater facility
options. These decisions must afso better understand and accommodate
maintenance access requirements, costs and maintainability of stomwater
management facilities.

1~1. SPA Development Review Process:
The SPA program requires the Montgomery County Department of Petitting Services
(DPS), the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP ) and the Maryland-National
Capital Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC) to work closely with project
developers from the outset of the regulatory review process to minimize impacts to SPA
stream conditions. SPA permitting requirements guide the development of concept plans
for site imperviousness, site layout, environmental buffers, forest conservation, sediment
control and stormwater management. Applicant requirements to cmy out monitoring of
sedimentiSWM best management practices (BMPs) are also defined through this process.
A pre-application meeting presents the project deveIoper with the critical natural resource
parameters that need to be maintained in order to protect existing high quality stream
conditions. Protection of these natural resource parameters is guided by performance
goafs developed for each development project. Achievement of the performance goals
through the site plan design process and accompanying permitting requirements for
sediment, erosion and stormwater management controls requires close coordination
between the project’s design terror and environmental, regulatory and planning agencies.

IV. SPA Stream and BMP Monitoring Requirements:
DEP conducts stream monitoring within and downstream of development projects to
assess baseline stream conditions before development projects are started, conditions
during project constmction, and conditions after projects have been completed and
stabilized with permanent stormwater management controls. Monitoring the biological
community provides information on the degree of cumulative impacts occurring in the
streams and allows a comparison to minimally impaired streams elsewhere in the county
This activity is supported through fees collected by DPS from developers of SPA
projects. Developers are afso required to monitor selected sediment and erosion controls
and stormwater BMP’s installed within SPA projects and to provide data from this
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activity for analysis. This information is used to evaluate the efficacy of various types of
BMP’s so that DPS can continuously assess and optimize the effectiveness of permitted
facility design and maintenance requirements. This monitoring requirement may also
include groundwater sampling, to track potential changes in water table levels,
replenishment of stream flows during low flow conditions and groundwater quality in
response to watershed development. The period of required BMP monitoring typically
includes pre, during and post-constmction.

V. Review of SPA Program Resulti:
This is the ninth report on the SPA program. It covers stream and BMP monitoring
results from 2004. h 1995, DEP initiated SPA stream monitoring work. Project
developers began SPA BMP monitoring for a few projects in 1998 before most
development had begun within the three originally designated SPA areas. This report
summarizes monitoring results to date, what aspects of the SPA program seem to be
working well and what do not, and indicates program improvements are being pursued to
address identified program deficiencies.

Stream monitoring results continue to produce a broad range of trend data that will help
assess how effective water quafity plan development and review process, performance
goal setting, improved site planning and intensive BMP’s are in mitigating development
impacts in SPAs to receiving streams. Key stream indicators used in these evaluations
are measures of biological resource diversity and quality, physical stream channel and
habitat conditions, and water chemistry. As new development projects within SPA’s and
new SPA’s have been added, the program has added new monitoring stations to provide a
measure of baseline stream conditions. Stream monitoring methods used are comparable
with those of the Maryland Biological Stream Survey, enabling use of the state’s data to
help supplement the coverage provided through county monitoring.

Thus far, stream monitoring in SPA’s has produced 10 years of consistent and
comparable trend data that has been used to define pre-constmction conditions and
evaluate construction impacts as new development projects have come on line over time.
Until the past few yews, the level of development activity which proceeded through the
SPA review process and into project construction has been relatively small, as has the
size of each project. (Note: This does not include the subdivisions developed in the upper
reaches of the Piney Branch SPA, where actual plan review and related BMP permitting
requirements actuafly preceded the SPA requirements). This has now changed. The
scope aud intensity of development activity has increased dramatically in recent years in
the Clarksburg SPA. While this activity is provid]ng a wealth of new information on
construction phase impacts, only a few large development projects within SPA’s have
been fully completed and stabilized with sediment controls removed and replaced by
permdrrent stormwater control stmctures. However, more development projects are now
being completed. For these projects, collected monitoring data will be able to begin
assessing post development conditions and the long-term recovery of biological
communities from construction phase impacts.
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Data is needed on more permanent storm water controls to evafuate how well the SPA
program will be able to limit find development impacts on the receiving streams,
however sufficient data has been collected to describe obsewed effectiveness of S&E
controls and downstream impacts being observed during project construction. Thus far,
data from the Piney Branch and Clarksburg SPA monitoring sites have shown some
temperature and sedimentation impacts accompanying new development. Espwi:flly
when construction and land disturbance on large amounts of land is occurring at the same
time. While the sediment pulses during construction may be transitory and short term, the
temperature impacts related to runoff from heated road surfaces, rooftops, and other
impervious surfaces may not.

BMP Monitoring
The goals of the BMP monitoring program are to assess the effectiveness of selected,
representative SPA sediment and erosion control devices during a development’s
construction phase and the effectiveness of different types of permanently installed SWM
BMP’s in mitigating long-term development impacts on streams after projects have been
completed. Consultants are contracted by individual project developers who are
responsible to monitor BMP’s as maybe required in the water quality plan. Each
consultant is to follow county methods and procedures in monitoring various selected,
representative BMP practices. Recognizing practical siting, feasibility and cost
considerations, BMP monitoring is not required for all SPA development projects.

DEP has now received enough initial limited BMP monitoring data from developer
consultants to begin evaluating effectiveness of sediment and erosion control devices.
The Regulation for Water Quality Review – Special Protection Areas, (29-95, Section 12,
B. 6, (i)), requires the county to dewater all sediment and erosion control structures to
draw down the water before it warns up and further that dewatering devices must be
designed to remove fine particulate matter such as clay from mnoff. DEP’s monitoring of
these devices sought to understand how effective they were in removing fine total
suspended sediments and to record what kind of thermal impacts they had on the
receiving stream. Relatively few SPA development projects have been built out to the
stage where sediment and erosion control devices have been converted over to SWM
BMP’s to enable completion of SWM BMP monitoring evaluations.

Data Analysis of Sediment and Erosion Control Effectiveness
Sediment control structures had a median value of 78% efficiency in removing fine
suspended material from runoff. About twenty per cent of these fines can leave the site,
in addition sediment is tracked onto road surfaces as tmck traffic leaves a development
site, is transpofied as wind blown dust, and is deposited into streams as a result of
precipitation events that exceed what the control structures were designed to contain.
Solely depending on engineered solutions to prevent impacts to a receiving stream is not
often the best solution. Rolling topography and existing road minimum grade
requirements can require extensive amounts of cut and fill to occur. Without a grading
ordinance in place, extensive mass grading can occur on a development site. Adoption of
a grading ordinance with requirements for phased development and stabilization may be a
way of achieving more control over mass grading impacts, Frequently, the densities and
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complexities of the approved site plans, utility installation and road constmction make
sediment control sequencing extremely difficult to properly install and maintain. h short,
some damage to a receiving stream is expected, the SPA program is designed to
minimize that damage but some impacts will inevitably occur.

The 2003 SPA Report (November, 2004) was one of the first where sufficient monitoring
data had become available to enable some very preliminary assessments on the
effectiveness of SPA BMP’s. This report provides additional information on Sediment
and Erosion control device effectiveness that builds upon that prior report. Monitoring
results, to date, have been reported as inflow and discharge concentration data due to the
costs and difficulty associated with monitoring storm flows. Other nationally prominent
investigators have dso evaluated sediment and erosion control device effectiveness using
similar concentration data for the same reasons. Grab samples are collected during,
arrdor within a 24 hour period immediately after, a storm. The data seems to be reliable
and consistent. However, without flow data, grab samples cannot represent the total load
of sediment moving through a structure. In the coming year DEP expects to begin
receiving data collected by automated samplers throughout entire storms that can be used
to more confidently evaluate the effectiveness of BMPs. This data, because it is collected
through an entire event, will certainly be representative of the entire storm and not a brief
point in time. It will be possible to evafuate structure efficiency in retaining sediment
loads using that data.

Monitored sediment and erosion control multi-cell structures generafly performed well in
removing fine sed]ments when they functioned as designed (Figure 3). DEP analyzed the
results from 34 grab samples for Total Suspended Solids (TSS) taken at different
sediment structures. Taken together, the median efficiency in TSS concentration
reductions between the inlet to the sediment forebays and the outlet of the measured
structures was 78Y0. However, 6 of the sample results were far outside the range of the
other samples, these are called outliers or extremes depending on their distance from the
rest of the data (Figure 2), They were used to calculate the median.

DEP staff examined the 6 outliers or extremes shown on the table to further assess
whether the sampled sediment control stmctures were operating as designed when the
samples were taken. For the six outfiers or extremes observations (Table 1), TSS values
increased 160% on average between the forehays and outfalls of the stmctures. Thee
possible reasons were hypothesized for this: 1) Lack of maintenance of the structure over
time; 2) The amount of the rainfall was greater then the smcture was designed to treat;
or, 3) The runoff entering the structure was already so low in TSS, that even a modest
TSS concentration at the outlet results in a large percentage increase value.
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Figure 2. Sediment Structure and Structure TSS Removal Efficiencies (N = 34).

Table 1. Information on the 6 Sampling Events Identified as Outliers or Extremes.
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Results from the Running Brook outfall indicated TSS Ievelg steadily increased over
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time. This suggests that an inadequate frequency of maintenance to clean out the
stmcture probably was a contributing factor inhibiting adequate stmcture performance.
In addition, the 9/04 sample from the Clmksburg Village Stmcture A showed higher TSS
at the outfall than the inlet and a relatively high outfall TSS concenhation. DPS issued a
notice of violation directing the developer to clean out the forebay and to replace filter
fabric and stone on the forebay and main cell dewatering devices. Maintenance was a
factor leading to poor structure pefiormance in this event as well. Samples from other
sites showed low outfall TSS values and good percent decreases in TSS even for lwge
storms. Storm size acts together with maintenance practices to affect structure
performance.

SPA sediment control stmctures vary but are generafly sized to contiol storms up to about
1.25 inches in size if maintained. Linger storms maybe able to ovemhelm stmctures and
wash accumulated sediment out.

Another reason that TSS may increase in older stmctures may be that cleaner water is
entering stmctures as sites become more stabilized. Water entering the stmcture may

approach the maximum attainable level of TSS removaf. fn these instances, even though

the data do not indicate that the stmcture decreased TSS, the absolute TSS concentration
leaving the stmcture may still be relatively low. Data collected at the Mafiens project on
12/10/04 is an example of this. The forebay TSS level was only 15 m@ which is a
value that sediment control BMPs generally cannot improve on.

Based upon the data now available, the increased size of SPA sediment control stmctures
now being required appears to result in significant sediment capture rates for most storms
(median is 78%, Figure 2). This median value also compmes very well with published
data for sediment control stmctures. h a 1990 study Schueler and Lugbill found an
average removal of 657. of TSS at M~land constmction sites (Schueler and Holland
2000). However, sediment control effofis we less effective during linger, more intense,
storms which can ovewhelm sediment stmcture.s and greatly reduce their effectiveness.
BMP monitoring has also found the ability of structures to control sed~ment during luger
storms can substantially diminish with the age of the structure if it is not regulaly and
sufficiently maintained. Use of larger stmctures and more stringent maintenance
standards could improve effectiveness, Future monitoring will provide more information
on long tem effects and post-cmrstmction impacts.

Stormwater Management BMP Monitoring
Twelve SPA developments have sttied submitting post-constmction monitoring data.
These developments provided data on the temperature, nitrogen, metals, or sediment
impacts the completed project have had on the receiving stream or monitored changes to
groundwater levels. As the postconstmction monitoring continues, the data will provide
needed information on the effectiveness of the SPA program in minimizing impacts to
the stream resources. Results of sediment and erosion control or SWM BMP monitoring
received thus fa are for the following development projects: Briarcliff Manor West,
Fairland Community Center, and Pms Ridge (Paint Branch SPA), Clmksburg Detention
Center, Gateway 270, and Running Brook Acres (Clarksburg Maste~lan SPA), and
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Shady Grove Road, Bmck Property, Cavanaugh Property, Boverman Property, Snider
Property and Peters Propefiy (Piney Branch SPA).

Seven of the twelve projects that are currently in the post-construction monitoring phase
provided temperature data from receiving streams. Temperature impacts have not been
detected at any of the seven projects.

Six projects provided post-construction monitoring data on the degree of receiving stream
channels embeddedness – a measure of the extent that sediment has covered stream
bottom riffle cobble and rock habitat. No impact was observed from five of the six
projects. One project (Shady Grove Road) had embeddedness impacts during
construction, but post-constmction monitoring data indicated embeddedness has been
reduced to pre-construction levels.

Five projects had submitted groundwater monitoring data. Three of the five projects had
no impacts to groundwater levels. Data from the other two projects were inconclusive.

Monitoring of some quality control SWM stmctures have yielded some prelimin:uy
results indicating they work to minimize the release of pollutants to receiving streams.
The monitored pollutants include nitrogen, cadmium, lead, copper and zinc. For example,
DEP has received some preliminmy data on a StomCeptor water quality BMP that
indicates slight reductions in pollutant concentrations. The water entering the structure
has not generally contained high concentrations of pollutants and it can be difficult to
measure the removal of polhstants that are only present at very low concentrations.
Monitoring during the next three years will provide more conclusive information on the
performance of the Stormceptor structure.

Two years of post-construction data (2003, 2003) from the Gateway 270 West project in
the Clarksburg SPA indicates that levels of nitrogen and metals have returned to pre-
construction levels (Figure 3). The 24.5 acre I-3 site is a light industrial complex with
closed section roads and parking areas. Stormwater management is provided by
vegetated swales and two sand filters draining 4.5 acres (849. imperviousness area) and
5.3 acres (90% imperviousness area) respectively. The two sand filters drain
independently to a wet pond that provides quantity control and additional quality
treatment for the stormwater runoff. The outfall from the wet pond has been sampled for
nutrients and metals. This approach does not provide information on pollutant removal
or the function of any individud BMP but instead focuses on the site’s impact on nedrby
streams.

BMP Effeck in Mitigating Runoff Temperature Impack

Stream water temperature is one of the most important factors in maintaining the
biological health of streams. Minimizing thermal impacts to streams is therefore
frequently selected as one of several performance gods for new development projects in
SPA’S. SPA BMP design features that help minimize temperature impacts include: 1)
use of dry ponds for runoff quantity control that minimize standing pools that soak up
excessive heat; 2) routing storm water through
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Gateway West Pond “3”, Sampting Results for 2000-2003
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F]gure 3. Pre and Post-construction data (2003, 2003) from the Gateway 270
West Project.

roadside swales slows conveyance and provides an oppofiunity for the warmest mnoff
(first flush) to infiltrate into the soil; 3) sand filters and bio-filtration cells provide a
cooling effect as warm storm water passes tkough cooler underground soil and sand
matrices.

Data available for this repofi continues to suppoti findings on thermal impacts originally
cited in the November 2004 SPA report. Seventeen projects in the SPA’s are monitoring
water temperature in nearby or downstream streams to detemine if thermal impacts
occur as a result of the development. Eleven of the development projects are still under
constmction and six have been completed. Monitoring data from thifieen projects show
no thermal impact on receiving streams. Post-construction data from the six completed
projects all show no thermal impacts to receiving streams. Data from four projects, still
under construction, do show thermal impacts. In all four cases thermal impact is caused
by the release of warm water from sediment control structures. Sediment control
structures ae designed to retain a pemanent pool of water. Between stem events the
permanent pool warns up. During larger rain events the warm pool of water is flushed
out through the riser stmcture and to the receiving stream. The result is a brief sharp
increase of water temperature in the stream. Temporary elevated themal dischmges
could occur when S&E controls have become clogged due to inadequate maintenance or
have topped over from heavy periods of precipitation.
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Although brief, these temperature spikes can raise the water temperature as much as ten
degrees (F). Biological monitoring results from Wildcat Branch, one of the locations
where temperature spikes have occumed, indicate no impaiment to the benthic

macroinverfebrate community.

Post-constmction temperature monitoring has been completed at six projects. Results
show no thermal impact, indicating that the goal of minimizing temperature impact has
been achieved on these six projects. Four of the six projects release stormwater to second
order streams where dilution effects from stream flows likely hampered the detection of
thermaf impacts. As more projects are completed in headwater areas of streams data will
become available on temperature impacts in these more sensitive streams.

Groundwater Monitoring Results
DEP requires some project developers to install and monitor wells on project sites to
evaluate changes in groundwater levels as development occurs. As discussed in last
year’s SPA report (November, 2004), collected groundwater level data has, thus far,
covered only pre-construction and during-constmction condhions phases of development,
Several yeus of groundwater monitoring will be required after development projects
have been completed before evaluation to assess permanent impacts on groundwater
levels or groundwater quatity can be made. When sufficient well data becomes available,
DEP hopes to be able to assess how well stormwater infiltration devices are working to
help support groundwater replenishment and stream base flows from the impacts of
increased watershed impervious area. The hydrological monitoring ongoing in the
Clarksburg SPA will aflow assessment of changes in groundwater quality and quantity
related to changes in stream flows as the SPA builds out. DEP and its interagency
monitoring paflners (USGS, EPA, UMD) are only able to do this type of monitoring in
the Clurksburg urea because of costs and staffing required to adequately maintain the
groundwater and surface water gaging stations,

Problems Encountered With Reliance on BMP Monitoring by Project Developers
The SPA BMP monitoring requirements for developers that are now in place were
originally designed to replicate the self-monitoring approach imposed by state regulatory
agencies on operators of wastewater discharge facilities. When SPA monitoring program
requirements were originally conceived, DEP had presumed a similm approach would be
successful in monitoring BMP’s. However, maintaining the quafity and consistency of
the BMP monitoring data has proven to be much more challenging than DEP originally
anticipated. Monitoring of inflows and discharges from BMP’s covering multiple sites
during unpredictable storm events has proven to be much more difficult thm monitoring
relatively constant wastewater disch~ges under controlled site conditions. At least seven
different consultant firms are currently involved in monitoring BMP’s at 28 different
SPA sites. Developers from the building industry, who Me usually not familiar with the
technical requirements for this type of monitoring, oversee and manage the monitoring
contracts. The multiple parties involved has led to a host of problems in maintaining
adequacy of monitoring equipment installations and calibration, in observing prc)per field
and lab methods and quality assurance/quality control procedures, and in the
development of timely, informative data repofiing on results.
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DEP’s two monitoring staff funded under the SPA program have tried to maintain a level
of quality assurance/quality control (QWQC) on the different BMP field monitoring
projects, but have been overwhelmed by their other SPA responsibilities to perfom the
stream monitoring and ptiicipate in the review of SPA water quality plans.
Consequently, staff often cannot be present when monitoring equipment is being installed
or monitoring perfomed to assure that these functions we cmied out comectly. DEP
thus often receives QMQC information from project developers after the fact and
encounters unavoidable losses in storm data when the standard QMQC information
indicates field or analytical problems. It has afso been difficult to maintain consistency in
having many consultants follow standmdized field methods. Results have been difficult
to interpret and apply due to different analytical methods used by the consultants to
summwize the data. Required annual BMP monitoring reports are often submitted
months late by project developers and report quality differs greatly.

Practically, there is little DEP can do to ensure more timely submissions of BMP
monitoring repofis. The report requirements are specified as conditions within the DPS
sediment control permit. Project developers seek DPS signoff on the sediment control
plan and release for bonding requirements immediately after all permanent stormwater
facilities have been installed, but long before the required post-development monitoring
is completed. The DPS dlment control inspectors lack the technical familiarity with
storm event antior groundwater monitoring requirements to evaluate whether project
developers are following acceptable QMQC procedures or analytical and data repofling
protocols, Consequently much SPA staff time is spent tracklrrg late repofi submissions
and in reviewing these repofis.

Operating within the limit of the existing law and regulation, DEP has tried several

approaches to resolve these problems. DEP established a BMP monitoring work group to
define through technical consensus and seek consultant adherence to standardized
methods. Through this work group, DEP has produced standardized field methods and
procedures for the different monitoring tasks. DEP afso developed and provided a
standardized repofling outline and chec~ist for consultants to follow in prepming the
annual BMP monitoring reports. A database is being established to allow the BMP
monitoring data to be easily retrieved for use in assessing the effectiveness of the SPA
BMP’s.

Changes Proposed for BMP Monitoring
Unfotiunately the above changes have not been fully successful in achieving the desired
result of receiving consistent, timely, and easily retrievable and interpretable BMP
monitoring information. Consequently, DEP is proposing an SPA program change to
have developers pay a fee to support fuflher BMP monitoring rather than continuing to
conduct this monitoring themselves. DEP would use collected fees to manage a
monitoring contract to conduct all BMP monitoring required on SPA projects. This
would give DEP direct control over the QMQC requirements and data submission
requirements that have proven to be a problem. DEP’s other annual stream monitoring
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activities within SPA’s would not change. All other SPA water quality plan review and
reporting aspects of the SPA program would dso remain the same.

DEP is also focusing future BMP monitoring on the Clarksburg SPA where the level of
development activity is greatest, the suite of representative BMP’s to monitor is the most
diverse, and available interagency monitoring resources enable the most intensive and
effective monitoring to evaluate streamflow and groundwater impacts. Results of this
data will be used to by DPS to evaluate which BMP types are the most and least effective
and then to target the most effective BMP’s to new development activities in the other
SPA’s and elsewhere throughout the County. DEP will continue to annually monitor and
report upon trends in stream conditions in all SPA’s.

DEP and DPS are working with the County attorney to draft changes to Chapter 19 and
accompanying regulations to accommodate these desired changes. Changes to the
existing SPA regulations would follow Method 2. Changes to the existing SPA fees
would follow Method 3. Fee changes would involve changes to the fee for stream
monitoring, and add a fee for new BMP monitoring. This new fee would include
adjustments for existing permitters who want to discontinue their present BMP
monitoring and participate in the new BMP monitoring approach

Status of Stream Monitoring Program
DEP began stream monitoring within the three original Special Protection Areas
(Clarksburg, Piney Branch and Paint Branch) in 1995 and within the newly designated
Upper Rock Creek SPA in 2004. Stream monitoring consists of biological sampling of
benthic macroinvertebrate and fish communities, habitat assessment, stream channel
measurements, and water quality readings (dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH, and
conductivity). Presently, there are fifty seven (57) fixed monitoring stations throughout
the four SPA’s, twenty seven (27) in Clarksburg, fourteen (14) in Upper Paint Branch,
ten (10) in Piney Branch and six (6) in the Upper Rock Creek SPA. Because of staff
constraints not all fifty seven stations can be monitored each year. In 2004, forty nine
stations were monitored.

General Comparison of Observed Stream Impacts Among SPA’s
DEP has compared changes in SPA stream conditions relative to the intensity of changes
in land uses that occurred. As anticipated, water quality conditions have generally
decreased as the level of watershed development increased. For example, benthic
macroinvertebrate monitoring results show Piney Branch, the most developed SPA
tributary, has the lowest rated stream condition, while Ten Mile Creek, the least
developed SPA tributary within the Clarksburg SPA , has the highest rated stream
condition (Figure 4).

Watersheds where little or no development has occurred thus far have the highest quality
stream conditions. Cbrurges observed in these watersheds are due to natural variability or
from existing land uses. Ten Mile Creek and Cabin Branch have consistently had higher
quality stream conditions. These are also watersheds that have had very little
development.
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Figure 4. Results of dl benthic macroinvertebrate monitoring in SPA watersheds
(1995 - 2004)

Streams in sub-watersheds where massive grading and filling is occurring as part of the
development process ae showing greater decline in biological health. In the Cl~ksburg
SPA, for example, the Town Center tributary receives runoff from moderate to high
intensity development within the new Clmksburg Town Center. Stream conditions
declined shqly in this tributary from levels indicative of ‘good’ condition (sustained
during a six year period, 1997 – 2002) to ‘poor’ condition in 2003 and 2004. Several
observed stream impacts were initially responsible for decline in this area, includlng:
severe drought, high rates of afgae growth, a water main brek and associated
sedimentation. Stream flows in the region were near or above average during 2003 and
2004 provi&lng favorable conditions for biological communities to recover from severely
stressful drought conditions that existed during 2002. However, the continued presence
of fine sediment coating the stream bottom, primarily the result of discharge from
constmction sites, appews to be hindering the recovery of biological bedth. Even with
sediment control structures and structures functioning at high levels (80Y0 removal of
suspended sediment, on average) some of the uncaptured fine sediment dischmges still
reach and impact stream chmnel habitat and resident aquatic life (Figure 5).

Observed Stream Impack - Mney Branch SPA
The Piney Bmnch SPA is close to maximum build-out allowed under the master plan.
Much of the development in the upper portions of Piney Bmnch (Willows of Potomac
and Piney Glen Village) predates SPA law and therefore was not subject to SPA level
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Flgure5. Fine Sediments in Town Center Tributmy

plan review. However, these development projects didinclude ``the best available''
stormwater management practices atthe time. These practices provide quality and
quantity treatment of runoff from all impemious surfaces.

AIldevelopment onthe Traville propefly hasgone through the SPA process. Most of this
development has been completed and sediment control is now being converted to
stormwater management facilities.

Stream monitoring results show biological health has deteriorated since 1996 along the
mainstem of Piney Branch. Results from amonitoring station inthe Western Tributwy, a
relatively undeveloped control station for the Piney Branch mainstem, show biological
health continually rated inthegood range though theperiod l996-2OO4. This suggests
that additional impacts other than drought are causing the deterioration of biological
health inthemainstem of Piney Branch. DEPhasidentified several factors thought tobe
contributing topoorbiological conditions in Piney Branch. These include: a)high rates of
algae growth in the stream causing stressful water quality conditions; b) continued
presence of fine sediments in the stream bed; and possibly c) the use of mosquito
larvicide’s on the Willows of Potomac development and in some cases directly in the

stream.

Monitoring results from 2004 (Figure 6) show benthic macroinvertebrate community
health remains poor along the Piney Branch mainstem. However, there aresome signs of
a partial recovery in both the fish and benthic macroinvertebrate communities.

For example, using an indirect indicator of density, the average abundance of benthic
macroinvertebrates found in representative samples of the Piney Branch
macroinvetiebrate community has increased by 93% from 2003 when the overall
numbers of individuals found in samples reached an all-
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Figure 6. Benthic Macroinvefiebrate Results From Piney Branch

time low(Figure 7). The&ought of2002along with imuacts listed above resulted in the
low numbers-observed in 200~
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Figure 7. Estimated number of individuals per sample collected from the mainstem of
Piney Branch

Additionally, the abundance of Sculpins, a sensitive fish species, has increased
throughout Piney Branch. Stre-flow during 2003and 2004was favorable to biological
communities andislikely theprimary reason forthese improvements. With construction
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now complete on the Traville Property, the ground stabilized and permanent stormwater
controls in place, it is hoped that continued monitoring will show further improvement in
biological condhion in Piney Branch over the next severat yews

Observed Stream Impacts - Upper Paint Branch SPA
New development projects in the Paint Branch SPA have mostly been in the Right Fork
sub-watershed (Figure 8). Five projects, on a total of 336 acres (approximately one third
of the totaf drainage area in the Right Fork), are currently either under constriction,
pkumedfor, orhave been built. Oneproject, PeacMOrchwd Allnut, washalted andthe
land purchased by the Maryland State Highway Administration as needed for an
aftemative route for the ICC. Thispropefiy(141 acres) is located within the headwaiters
of the Right Fork. Now that the SHA has selected a different ICC alignment, the
MNCPPC is seeking a donation of this land as part of a parkland mitigation package for
parkland losses elsewhere due the planned ICC construction.

Figure 8. Aerial photo (2004) of Upper Paint Branch Watershed

Results of stream monitoring in the Paint Branch SPA show the fish community has
remained rated in the excellent/ good range throughout most of the SPA (Figure 9).
Those monitoring stations rating in the fair range are located in the headwater poltions of
tributaries where small stream size and habitat limitations are the cause of lower ~1
scores for fish.

The brown trout population was impacted to a greater degree than the rest of the fish
community by two droughts occurring over a relatively short time span (1999 and 2002).
Numbers of brown trout reached anew lowin 2003. Encouragingly, monitoring results
from 2004 show higher numbers of young-of-year brown trout which suggests that higher
stream flows in 2003 and 2004 have provided favorable conditions for successful
spawning. However, the numbers are still very low in comparison with historic DNR
averages. Good Hope and Gum Springs Tributwies arestrongholds for the trout
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Figure 9. Fish monitoring results from Ptint Branch

population because of favorable habitat. Habitat condition inthese weashas continuedto
decline in recent yems due to high storm flows causing stream bank erosion and
associated sedimentation of the stream bottom, This habitat degradation isthe result of
uncontrolled stormwater from older development that predates SPA law. DEPhas
installed several new stormwater management ponds to conect this situation (discussed
fufiher below). Itisexpected that thenumbers of brown trout will continue toimproveas
stream flows have remained favorable into 2005. Preliminmy 2005 fish datacollectedby
DEP in the mainstem of Ptint Branch at Fairland road shows numbers of brown trout,
both young-of-year and adults have increased.

The results of 2004 benthic macroinvemebrate monitoring show continued decline in
stream condition inthe Right Fork (Figures 10 and 11). Additionally, decline was
obsemed along the Ptint Branch Mainstem between Briggs Chancy Road and Fairland
Road. There has been some improvement in benthic macroinvefiebrate community health
within the Good Hope Tributmy since 2003.

Fine sediment washed off constmction projects within the Right Fork subwatershed may
be the cause of degraded biological health in the Right Fork and mainstem pofiions of
Paint Branch. Thestream isoften very turbid after rain events mdalight coating of fine
sediment ispresent onthe stream substrate. Itishoped that after constmction projects are
complete the land stabilized and permanent stormwater controls ue in place, impacts to
the Right Fork will diminish and the biological health of the stream will recover to pre-
constmction levels
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Figure 10. Aquatic Insect monitoring results from Paint Branch
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Flgurell. Results of Benthic Macroinvefiebrate Monitoring Fromthe Ri~ht Fork of
Paint Branch

Habibt Restoration and Stormwater Retrofit Measures in Paint Branch
DEP is also pursuing separate stream restoration and SWM retrofit initiatives in the
Upper Paint Branch SPA. These projects me being pursued toimprove the management
of mnoff from previously developed areas and mitigate areas of habitat damage caused
bydevelopment impacts that occumed before the SPAprogram was established. DEP, in
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cooperation with DPS, the M-NCPPC and other agencies, have worked closely to
inventory75 potential stream habitat restoration, wetlands creation, andstomwater
retrofit project opportunities. Some of these aecapital projects. Others involve small
habitat restoration, wetlands creation and tree planting that can be ptiidly implemented
by volunteers.

As of Mach 2005, DEP had completed installation of nine watershed restoration projects
inthe Upper Paint Branch SPA. Eight projects areinthe Good Hope subwatershed and
oneisin the Gum Springs subwatershed. Another sixprojects areunder design, one in
the Good Hope subwatershed, three in the Gum Springs subwatershed, one in the Right
Forksubwatershed andonein the Left Forksubwatershed. Another project inthe Right
Fork, previously under design, has been placed on hold due to property acquisition issues.

hnrnediately downstream of the Special Protection Area an additional 2.25 miles of
stream restoration has been completed on the Paint Bmnch mainstem between Fairlsmd
Road md Route 29. Strea restoration along this stretch of Paint Branch includes: bank
stabilization, tree planting, hrnkers and woody debris placement (for fish habitat), grade
control, and channel relocation to protect a historical site. This restoration is expected to
significantly improve the quality, variety, and availability of habitat for brown trout and
other species. This project was installed by the U.S. Amy Corps of Engineers in
fulfillment of a cooperative cost share agreement with the county.

DEP is also completing a new watershed study, primarily for the Lower Paint Branch,
which will afso include some further evaluation on additional project oppotiunities for
reducing stormwater impacts within the Upper Paint Branch SPA.

The following sections describe measurable benefits that these projects have provided to
the Upper Paint Branch watershed thus far.

Stormwater Retrofits in the Good Hope Tributary
The Good Hope tributary now provides most of the spawning habitat for the brown trout
population in Paint Branch. Good Hope tributmy has many water quality and habitat
attributes that make it suitable for trout spawning. These include: cool water temperature
during stressful summer months, clean gravel and cobble substrate on the stream bottom,
forested stream buffer, and good base flow during dry periods. Stability of the strem
bottom is impotiant to successful trout spawning as nests, called redds, me built in the
riffle pofiions of the stieam. Eggs are deposited and fefiilized there during the fdl
season. Active stream channel erosion is evident throughout the length of Good Hope
and has had an impact on kout spawning habitat. Much of the development within the
watershed was completed prior to modern SWM regulations.

DEP constmcted three projects to add stormwater management controls within the upper
Good Hope sub-watershed to help reduce the erosive storm flows from previously
developed mess. Combined, these three projects add storrnwater management for 209
acres of older development (approximately one-third of the upper Good Hope sub-
watershed) where none had previously existed. The last of these three projects was
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completed in February 2002. The projects were designed to reduce peak storm flows in
Good Hope by retaining mnoff from impervious surfaces (roads, rooftops, etc.) in new
and retrofitted stomwater management ponds and releasing it at a slower rate.

Data from a stream flow gage in Good Hope and rainfall data from a nearby rain gage

(approximately 2 miles away) (Table 2) was used to analyze stream flows before the new

Table 2. Sumrnarv Data From Eight Storms

Storm Dale Pre- or Post SWM Duration of Rainfall P&~k F1OW

Pond Installation Storm (hours) (inches) (CFS)

4/9/98 Pre 10.5 1.02 31.39
6/23/98 Pre 3,25 1.15 41.36

3/1 5/99 Pre 3.75 0.76 20.60

6/1 8/00 pre 2.25 0.72 12.02

Average Peak F1OWFmm Four Pre-POndStornrs 26.34
7/14/02 Post 8.00 I .33 6.16
7/22/04 Post 2.25 I,43 6.35
8/17/03 Post 3.75 0.71 6.75
7123102 Post 2.25 0.90 4.13

Average Peak FIOWFrom Four Post-Pond Storm 5.85

R<,w Dam is From Good Ho~ Tribumv Approximately 0.5 Wtles Downstreamof Good Hop Road, Rtinfall nata For P=-Pond
Period 19* 2~ is From Colesvilte Mtinte.ace kpot, Post-PondPeriti 2W2 2W is From WSSC bb on T-h Road (-2
miles away).

SWM ponds were built and after. Four storms were found in the pre-pond data set
that matched up closely with four storms in the post-pond data set. Comparisons in Table
2 show that new stomwater management has reduced peak stomwater mnoff flow by
77.8% on average during comparable storm events.

The shape of stem hydrography has also changed as a result of new stormwater
management in upper Good Hope. For example, the hydrography for a storm that
occurred on 3/15/1999 (Figure 12) shows the stream flow rising to peak flow and
returning to baseflow in a relatively shofi period of time. Conversely, the hydrography
from a storm of similar intensity and duration that occumed on 8/17/03 (Figure 13), after
the new SWM ponds were built, shows the stream flow rising to a much lower peak flow
and receding at a slower rate back to baseflow.

The reductions in peak storm flow will help slow the rate of stream bank erosion and
reduce sediment deposition on the stream bottom. The result will be stream habitat that is
more favorable for successful trout spawning. Lower peak flows will decrease the
likelihood of trout redds being washed away by erosive high stream flows.

Forester Farm Pond Removal
The Forester Pond is an old farm pond located on a small tribut~y to Good Hope. The
tribut~ originates near the Colesville Maintenance Depot. A temperature study
conducted by DEP in the Colesville Depot Tribut~ during 1995 identified the Forester
Pond, rather than the Colesville Depot as a significant source of themd impact to the
stream. Follow-up monitoring in 1999 and 2000 showed that the discharge from the
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pond increased average stream temperature by 6.0° F (1999 mean) and 3.1° F (2000
mean) respectively. h 2000 DEP implemented a restoration project designed to reduce
or eliminate this thermal impact. The project lowered the surface elevation of the pond
by partially breaching the dam. Because the pond is spring fed water is continuously
flowing through. By lowering the ponds water surface, the time water is retained and
warmed by ambient air temperature and solar radiation is reduced. The reduced pond
elevation is sufficient for maintaining amphibian and fish habitat. The area around the
pond was planted with various wetland trees, shrubs and grasses to increase shade cover.

During the summer of 2004 temperature loggers were again deployed upstream and
downstream of the Forester Pond. Results show mean stream temperature was 0.9° F
warmer, on average, downstream. This was the smallest difference between upstream
and downstream ever obsemed and suggests that thermal impacts have been reduced.
Ambient air temperature during the summer of 2004 was 72.2° F which is near the
historic average of 72,1° F (for period of June 1 – Sept. 30 at Dunes National Airport).

Gum Springs By-Pass Pipe
A temperature study of the Gum Springs tributary was conducted during the summer of
1999. Results show that water temperature in the Oak Springs tributary was50 (F)
warmer, on average, than the Gum Springs tributary (1999 SPA annuaf report, pg 46).
Continuous discharge of warm water from Oak Springs pond was identified as the cause
of elevated stream temperature in Oak Springs tributay.

Warmer water from Oak Springs tributary caused water temperature in lower Gum
Springs to increase by 1.50 (F) on average. Gum Springs tributay has, historically, been
an important brown trout spawning area. Elevated water temperature in lower Gum
Springs has had a negative effect on trout spawning.

The Gum Springs by-pass pipe, a joint project between the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, DEP and M-NCPPC, was completed in July of 2000. The by-pass pipe was
designed to divert warm discharge from Oak Springs pond 1,900 feet to the Paint Branch
Mainstem. Benefits of the by-pass pipe which have a direct influence on stream
condition in Gum Springs include: 1) elimination of thermal barrier which may have
hindered the migration of brown trout up the Gum Springs tributary. 2) reduction in peak
storm flows in lower Gum Springs as some stormwater is now diverted through the by-
pass pipe to the Paint Branch mainstem.

I
After completion of the Gum Springs by-pass pipe temperature loggers were placed in
Gum Springs, upstream and downstream of tbe confluence with Oak Springs tributary,

I
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Ftgure 12. Storm hydrography from Good Hope Tributary on 3/15/99, before new SWM
ponds were built
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Figure 13. Storm hydrography from Good Hope Tributmy on 8/17/03, after new SWM
ponds were built

Results indicated that average water temperature was equal at the two locations. Thermal
impacts that bad existed prior to installation of the by-pass pipe are no longer present in
lower Gum Springs. Additiondly, warm water entering the by-pass pipe is cooled by
2.5° F on average and by 5° F to 6° F during storm events as warm pond water, jlushed
out, flows 1,900 feet in an under ground pipe (F]gure 14).
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Figure 14. Water Temperature Data From Gum Springs Parallel Pipe System

Fish monitoring during the summer of 2001 revealed a relatively high number of brown
trout young-of-yem in lower Gum Springs indicating that spawning had occurred in this
area. Presumably the elimination of warm water discharge from O& Springs Pond has
had a positive effect on trout spawning in lower Gum Springs tributay.

Temperature loggers were dso placed in the mainstem of Paint Branch at locations
immediately upstream and downstream of the by-pass pipe outfall to determine if the by-
pass pipe is causing thermal impact in the mainstem. Results indicated no thermal impact
in Paint Branch mainstem.

Observed Stream Impac& - Clarksburg SPA
Ongoing and planned land use changes in the Clarksburg SPA have been fa greater in
scope and intensity than the other three SPA’S. The Clarksburg master plan calls for very
dense development which will result in high levels of imperviousness. In addition, many
parcels in the Clwksburg Master Plan mea were designated as additional TDR receiving
areas after the original master plan adoption wh]ch contributed to the high levels of
imperviousness here. During 2004 most of the construction activity was in the Town
Center area (between Stringtown Rd, Clarksburg Rd. and Rt. 355) and Greenway Village
(Skylark Rd.) development projects (Figure 15).

Results of stream monitoring show that stream conditions were somewhat stiessed
throughout all mess of the Clarksburg SPA in response to drought conditions during 1999
and 2002. Monitoring results from 2004 show biological health had begun to recover in
most streams due to improved stream flow conditions. However, the tributaries receiving
runoff from large constmction projects, (i.e. the Town Center tributmy, and tributmies
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draining headwaiters of Lhtle Seneca Creek west of Skylark Road) had not recovered and
in some cases degraded further.

For example, stream conditions in the Town Center tributay degraded sharply in 2003 in
response to several possible factors including: a) a water main break in April 2003 and
associated sedimentation, b) dronght of 1999 and 2002, c) thermal impacts from water
released from sediment ponds and d) sediment deposition on the stream bottom,

app~ently related to ongoing constmction activity upstream. Monitoring results from
2004 show biological health has degraded further in the upper portion of Town Center
tributary (LSLS 103C). Additionally, some biological degradation has occurred in an
unnamed tributary (Greenway Tributary in this report) which receives storm ronoff from
the now developed Greenway Village md the Claksburg Village development project
now under construction (Figure 16). This tributwy was not affected by the 2003 water
main break. The decline has not been as great (Figure 16).

The lack of any recovery of biological health in the Town Center triburary, md the
degradation in Greenway tributay which receives mnoff from the Clarksburg Village
and Greenway Village development projects, appertrs primarily due to the presence of
fine sediment on the stream bottom.

As more constriction begins in the Clmksburg SPA it is likely that some biological
degradation will continue to occur, at least over the period until development stages are
fully stabilized and permanent stormwater controls become operational. It appems that,
even with the most effective sediment controls, some level of sediment discharge from
construction activity will reach and impact stream channel habitat at least over the short
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Figure 16. Benthic Macroinverfebrate Monitoring Results from Town Center and
Greenway Village Tributary.

term. Monitoring results in the SPA’s continue to illustrate the importance to continue
efforts to limit these dischmges. More care and attention appeas needed to assure proper
installation and timely scheduled maintenance of sediment control measures, recognizing
that even the best sediment control devices ae about 80% effective, with 2070 of the
sediment reaching the stream. Once development has been completed, it now appeus that
the level of imperviousness plmned for Clarksburg will also cause long term impacts to
the streams beyond which the SPA SWM controls can mitigate.

Staging of Future Clarksburg Development
The Clwksburg Master Plm established four staging mechanisms to phase in
implementation of pkmned development. These stages were intended to: 1) guide the
timing and sequence of development; 2) coordinate completion of public infrastructure;
and 3) use stream and BMP monitoring results from weas in stages I – III to help guide
decisions on development density in the stage IV area (much of the Clarksburg SPA west
of 1-270 draining to Ten Mile Creek).

One of the defined triggering mechanisms for the rmalysis of stage IV occurs when 2,000
building pemits have been issued for housing units in the Newcut Road and Town
Center sub-mess of Clarksburg. As of August 20051,574 building permits have been
issued. The master plan calls for a review of all BMP and stream data in the next SPA
annual report following the issuance of 2,000 building permits. DEP is anticipating this
and plans to include a comprehensive review of all data collected through the SPA
program in next year’s annual report.

Observed Stream Impacts - Upper Rock Creek SPA
In Febmary of 2004 the County Council designated a portion of the Upper Rock Creek
watershed as a new Special Protection Area (SPA). The Upper Rock Creek SPA includes
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the entire Upper Rock Creek watershed north of Muncaster Mill Road and west of Rock
Creek Notih Branch (Figure 17).

Prior to Upper Rock Creeks designation as an SPA, DEP had established sixtccrr (16)
baseline monitoring stations tkoughout the Upper Rock Creek watershed to assess
stream condhion as pafi of the Countywide Stieam Protection Strategy (CSPS).
Biological sampling (fish and benthic macroinvefiebrates) was first completed at these
stations in 1995. Most were sampled again in 2002 for tbe CSPS update. Results from
this sampling indicate that most streams in tbe SPA potiion of the Upper Rock Creek
watershed m in good to excellent condition. These sixteen monitoring stations :ue
scheduled to be sampled by DEP once every five years. With the designation of Upper
Rock Creek as an SPA, DEP established six new monitoring stations (figure 15) from
which biological sampling (benthic macroinvefiebrates only), habitat assessment and
water quality measurements will be done annually. These six stations are located in
small tributties that &ain pmcels of land slated for development. Because of the small
stream size, fish sampling is not appropriate at any of the six new monitoring stations.

Benthlc macroinvefiebrate sampling was completed at all six SPA monitoring stations in
2004. Results show that biological health in afl of these streams is in the goodexcellent
range (Fignre 18). The biological community is indicative of good habitat and water
quality conditions. Slightly lower fOI score at URRC 104 is likely due to problems with
the stream habitat such as poor stream substrate due to high amounts of sediment in the
stream, The sediment is likely from years of agricultural land use within this sub-
watershed.

I
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Figure 17. Upper Rock Creek Special Protection Area.
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Figure 18.2004 Benthic Macroinverfebrate Monitoring Results from Upper Rock Creek
SPA.
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